MATERIAL WORLD

CYCLE 1
ACTIVITY 5

HOW DO MAGNETS
WORK?

EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES
AND CONTENT
This activity teaches students about the properties
of magnets. They do experiments to discover which
objects are attracted and lifted up by magnets,
they observe how magnets act on other magnets
and on some other objects, and they compare the
forces of different magnets.

DO NOT PLACE MAGNETS NEAR AUDIO OR
VIDEO CASSETTES OR COMPUTERS AS THEY
COULD CORRUPT THE DATA CONTAINED ON
SUCH DEVICES.

ESSENTIAL
KNOWLEDGE
•

Classification of objects according to their
properties and characteristics (e.g. shape, size)

•

Magnets (characteristics and uses)

•

Everyday technical objects

SUGGESTED
MATERIALS
Scientific equipment:
• Magnets of all shapes, sizes and strengths
• Samples of magnetite and iron
• Compass
• Ruler
Household materials:
• Various metallic objects
• Aluminum foil or plates
• Screws
• Metal beads
• Metal spoons
• Different coins
• Aluminum beverage cans
• Food cans
• Pieces of copper tubing
School supplies:
• Paper clips
• Scissors

CONTEXT: SITUATIONAL
PROBLEM OR RESEARCH
QUESTION
You have probably played with fridge magnets
at home. Some may seem more powerful than
others because they are harder to pry off the
fridge door. If you are intrigued by their mysteries,
you may want to experiment with them to find
out what kinds of objects they attract and to
compare their forces.
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SUGGESTED PREPARATORY
ACTIVITIES (INTRODUCTION)
Students could search their homes for different
kinds of magnets (fridge magnets, magnets in
the refrigerator door, magnetized game pieces,
magnetized cupboard doors, compasses, etc.).
Insofar as it is possible, the students bring these
magnets to school.The teacher could lead a
brainstorming session with the students: What is
a magnet? What attracts magnets? Where can
we find magnets in the classroom?

INITIAL IDEAS
AND HYPOTHESES
Here are a few examples of hypotheses the students
might formulate based on their initial ideas:
Example 1
I predict that magnets attract metallic objects,
because I know that magnets stick to the metal
of the refrigerator door.
Example 2
I predict if you move two magnets together, they will
attract each other. I believe this because I know that
magnets attract objects.
Example 3
I predict that large magnets are stronger than small
magnets. I believe this because a small magnet cannot
hold up a poster on the board, while a larger one is
strong enough.
Note: Students may also formulate hypotheses
about the shape and force of magnets.

WORK PLAN AND
EXPERIMENTATION
Here are a few examples of experiments the students
can carry out to verify their hypotheses:
Example A
The children choose different metallic objects
they think they will be able to lift with a magnet.
The observations they make may be repeated with
magnets of different sizes.
Note: Magnets attract iron-containing materials,
but not those that contain aluminum or copper,
even if the magnet is very large.
Example B
The children select two magnets and observe whether
they attract one another. Suggest that they repeat the
experiment with different faces of the magnets and
with magnets of different shapes. Suggest that they
observe the effect of a magnet on a compass needle.
Note: Each magnet has a south pole and a north
pole. When two magnets are brought together,
they will either attract or repel each other, depending
on whether two similar poles are brought together
(repulsion) or two opposite poles are brought together
(attraction). A compass needle is a magnet, so it will
be deflected by another magnet.
Example C
The children measure the minimum distance between
a magnet and a paper clip (or some other small
metallic object) for it to be attracted.
Note: They may also compare magnets of varying
composition and sizes.

RECORD ALL YOUR IDEAS AND OBSERVATIONS
IN YOUR EXPERIMENT WORKBOOK.
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DO NOT STRIKE OR DROP MAGNETS
AS THEY COULD LOSE THEIR FORCE
OR DISINTEGRATE. BE CAREFUL WITH
SCISSORS AND OTHER SHARP OBJECTS.

Example D
The children lift objects of varying weights with
different magnets and classify the magnets according
to their strength. For example, they can use metallic
objects of different weights (spoons, keys, screws,
paperclips, etc.) or else multiples of the same object,
then classify the results: the strongest magnet lifts
12 objects, the 2nd lifts 8 objects, etc.
EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS
To ensure scientific rigor, the students should evaluate
the experimental factors that might influence the
experimental results.
•

Size of object

•

Iron content of object

•

Evaluation of magnet’s size

•

Measurement of distance

•

Strength of magnet

•

Condition of magnet

•

Size of magnet

•

Composition of magnet

•

Shape of magnet

•

Weight of object

•

Texture of object
(this can affect the contact surface)

CYCLE 1

DISCUSSION: SUGGESTED
INTEGRATION ACTIVITIES
(CONSOLIDATION)
My favorite magnet: each student writes a sentence
on a piece of cardboard or draws a picture to illustrate
what they learned while doing their experiment.
A piece of flexible magnet can be glued to the back
of the cardboard so that the students’ new learning
can be compiled on magnetized boards.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
FOR APPLYING KNOWLEDGE
(APPLICATION)
The students do an art project to personalize
a magnet by gluing things like eyes, glitter or
colored cotton balls on them. To apply their new
knowledge, the students can make a magnet or
a compass taking inspiration from experiments
suggested in the following books: The Science
Book of Magnets, by Neil Ardley and Les aimants,
by Pierre Nessmann (see bibliography).
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SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTUAL
CONTENT
Properties of magnets
Magnets have the unique ability to attract certain
metals termed ferromagnetic (iron, nickel, cobalt
and alloys such as steel). The area in which a
magnet’s attraction, or force, can be felt is called
a magnetic field.
Magnetic poles
Magnets have a south pole and a north pole (not to
be confused with the positive and negative poles,
or terminals, of a battery). Cutting a magnet in
two creates two magnets, each with a north pole
and a south pole. Identical poles of two different
magnets will repel each other, while opposite
poles attract. Magnets are made up of microscopic
magnets (or magnetic domains) whose poles are
all oriented in the same direction.
Makeup of magnets
Magnets may have many different shapes,
compositions and sizes, all of which affect their
force. A magnet’s force is strongest at its poles.
The strongest magnets are those made of neodymium
(a metallic element, number 60 on the periodic
table), but these are not recommended for use
by children.
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Iron
Why are iron-containing objects attracted to magnets?
Iron and other ferromagnetic materials contain
microscopic magnets inside them. However, these
“micro-magnets” in iron are oriented in many
different directions, which cancels out their force.
In the presence of a magnet’s magnetic field, the
micro-magnets in iron align and the object is then
attracted to the magnet. It is possible to transform
ferromagnetic objects into magnets by rubbing a
magnet against them a dozen or so times. In this way,
you can magnetize a pair of scissors or a screwdriver.
To demagnetize them, simply hammer them or heat
them up. The hammering or heat disorganizes the
micro-magnets, causing them once again to be
oriented in different directions and weakening or
canceling out the objects’ magnetic properties.
Types of magnets
There are permanent and impermanent magnets,
and there are also electromagnets. Magnetite
(or lodestone) is a permanent natural magnet.
The permanent magnets you can buy in stores are
manufactured. Impermanent magnets are only
magnetic when they come under the influence of
a magnetic field. These are found in telephones
and electric motors. Finally electromagnets are only
magnetic when an electric current runs through
them. Electromagnets are used to separate metals
from other recyclables at sorting centers.
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CULTURAL
REFERENCES
Earth sciences
Our planet, Earth, forms a giant magnet because
of its iron core traversed by electric currents. It thus
has two magnetic poles, and these are not in quite
the same place as the geographical poles, which
form the Earth’s axis of rotation. The Earth’s magnetic
field extends out 60,000 kilometers. The polar auroras
(borealis at the North Pole and australis at the
South Pole) that light up the sky with magnificent
colors are one of the manifestations of the Earth’s
magnetic field. They occur when the solar wind,
made up of electrically charged particles, enters the
Earth’s atmosphere near the poles.
Technology
Many technological inventions function because of
magnets, such as electric drills, hair dryers, telephones,
and even some trains that float on their rails.
Computers, televisions, tape recorders, and radios
also make use of magnetism to store data or emit
sounds. We can even generate electricity thanks
to electromagnets. In short, magnets are vital to
our modern lifestyle.

History
It is believed that ancient Greeks from the city
of Magnesia found black stones that attracted
iron. They called these natural iron-rich magnets
“magnetite.” The Chinese had already known
about magnetite for several hundred years, however.
They are credited with inventing the first compasses.
The use of the magnetic compass in navigation
spread from the Orient to the West around the
12th century.
People
William Gilbert (1544-1603), a British physician,
was a pioneer in the study of magnetism. Based
on his observations and experiments, he wrote a
book called De Magnete in which he explained
why compass needles point north, and stated that
the Earth is a giant magnet.
Unusual fact
Young cows are made to swallow magnets so that
they aren’t injured when they eat nails and other
metallic objects hidden in hay. These magnets stay
in their stomachs and attract all the metal swallowed
by the cow!

FOR MORE CULTURAL REFERENCES,
VISIT THE ÉCLAIRS DE SCIENCES WEBSITE:

www.eclairsdesciences.qc.ca
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process of active discovery

general learning process in science and technology (in elementary school)

Planning and carrying out
Context related
to everyday life

Outcome

Initial ideas
and hypothesis
• Situation problem or
• Discovery question or
• Need to be fulfilled
• Question related to the
operation of an object
(how does it work?)

My initial ideas:
• I share my own ideas.
My hypothesis:
• I predict that...
I think that because…
• I imagine my prototype.
• I think it works like this…

My equipment:
• I observe and handle the equipment.
• How could this equipment be useful to me?
• I choose my equipment and my materials.
Carrying out my process:
• What will the steps be?
• What precautions should I take?
My actions:
• I carry out the steps of my protocol.
• I note or draw what I observe,
what I do and what I discover.
My results:
• What is my answer to the problem,
question or need?

My outcome:
• Do my results confirm my hypothesis or not?
• Are my results similar to those of the
other teams?
• Can the other teams' results help me
to find answers to my problem,
my question or my initial need?
• What could I communicate
concerning my discoveries?
New question?
What I learned:
• What do I retain from this activity?
• What could I communicate concerning
my results or my discoveries?
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